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TACKLE GAME RESULTS 

Team Opposition Score 

UNDER 6 BLUE De La Salle (2) Draw 44-44 

UNDER 6 GREEN Kurnell Stingrays Lost 44-4 

UNDER 6 RED Aquinas Colts Lost 36-32 

UNDER 7 BLUE Aquinas Colts Lost 56-20 

UNDER 7 RED Cronulla Caringbah Lost 36-24 

UNDER 8 BLUE Cronulla Caringbah Won 42-10 

UNDER 8 RED Sutherland Loftus Won 38-16 

UNDER 9 GOLD Aquinas Colts Won 38-20 

UNDER 9 SILVER Gymea Gorillas Won 40-32 

UNDER 9 BRONZE (3) Cronulla Caringbah Lost 48-8 

UNDER 9 BRONZE (4) St Josephs Lost 50-24 

UNDER 10 GOLD De La Salle Lost 20-6 

UNDER 10 SILVER St Josephs Lost 40-20 

UNDER 11 GOLD BYE 

UNDER 11 SILVER Aquinas Colts Won 24-18 

UNDER 12 GOLD De La Salle  Lost 44-4 

UNDER 12 BRONZE BYE 

UNDER 13 GOLD BYE 

UNDER 13 SILVER St Josephs Won 10-6 

UNDER 13 BRONZE BYE 

UNDER 14 GOLD Aquinas Colts Lost 26-10 

UNDER 14 BRONZE Penshurst Lost 40-0 

UNDER 15 GOLD Aquinas Colts Won 30-6 

UNDER 15 SILVER Hurstville United Draw 14-14 

UNDER 16 SILVER Hurstville United Won 18-12 

UNDER 17 SILVER Northern Suburbs Won 36-12 

U18 Gymea Gorillas Lost 26-0 

U20 Penhurst Won 30-18 

UNDER 14 GIRLS BYE 

OPEN AGE WOMENS Mascot Juniors Lost 12-10 

OPEN AGE GOLD St Josephs Lost 28-18 

OPEN AGE SILVER St Josephs Lost 28-10 

BLUES TAG OVER 35 SILVER Cronulla Caringbah (1) Lost 46-20 
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GIRLS LEAGUE TAG GAME RESULTS 

Team Opposition Score 

UNDER 7 (1) Kurnell Stingrays (3) Won 60-56 

UNDER 7 (2) Como (4) Won 56-48 

UNDER 7 (3) Gymea Gorillas Won 60-56 

UNDER 7 (4) Como (2) Lost 56-48 

UNDER 9 (1) Gymea Gorillas (1) Lost 34-16 

UNDER 9 (2) De La Salle (3) Lost 28-0 

UNDER 10  De La Salle (2) Lost 48-6 

UNDER 11 GOLD Bosco Lost 30-0 

UNDER 12 (1) De La Salle Won 16-10 

UNDER 12 (2) Aquinas Colts (2) Won 34-16 

UNDER 13 GOLD Kurnell Stingrays Won 34-0 

UNDER 13 SILVER De La Salle (2) Lost 30-14 

UNDER 14 (1) De La Salle (2) Won 44-0 

UNDER 14 (2) De La Salle (1) Lost 60-0 

UNDER 15 De La Salle Lost 20-10 

UNDER 17 St Josephs Draw 28-28 

OPEN WOMENS Bosco Bulldogs Won 38-0 

 

 

“NOTHING GREAT IS ACHIEVED WITHOUT ENTHUSIASM” 
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U6 RED MATCH REPORT      

Coach: Putt & Nicho 

Manager: Leigh Roche Trainer:  

Date of Game: 7 May 2022 

Opposition: Aquinas 

Score: Lost 36-32 

 

The boys got to play at their home ground this week and played with no subs as Ben and Odin were unfortunately 
sick.  
 
They played so well and with lots of high fives and fun in the game. Our captain Corbin made many tackles and ran 
some great lengths and also was awarded man of the match this week. 
 
Hamish, Beau, Fletch, Ryan and Jake all worked great as a team and put on some great tackles while backing each 
other up running down the field. The boys were on fire with tries but unfortunately lost by one try this week.  
 
Well done crocs and thanks coach Putt and Nicho for keeping the boys in line. 
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U7 BLUE MATCH REPORT                        

Coach: Sven Dahl-Helm 

Manager: Lindsay Powell Trainer: Damian Hardwick 

Date: 7 May 2022 

Opposition: Aquinas Colts 

Score: Lost 56-24 

 

A tough game against a team that was organised in defence and some strict calls from the Ref, including a six again?! 

so there was some confusion. The kids put in a huge effort, looking forward to seeing how they go next week. 

Player of the Match – Michael Dowsett 

Player Tries Comments 

Hugo Chaffey  Some good runs and getting more involved in tackles each week. 

Finn Dahl-Helm  Quick up to dummy half, trying harder in tackles. 

Michael Dowsett 2 Most tackles today and a couple of tries, Player of the match! 

Tilda Gale  Game awareness improving and some great runs. 

Ryder Grant  Reliable in attack and defence, always trying to get involved. 

Jack Hardwick  Huge run through defenders today! Keep it up. 

Liam Heppel  Always looking for those zippy runs out wide to get some metres. 

Fletcher Roll  Some good runs and getting more involved each week. 

Archie Slater  Tough runs through defence and always getting involved. 

Ryan Weigand 4 Some great long running tries and intuitive defence. 
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U7 RED MATCH REPORT                        

Coach: Emily 

Manager:  Trainer:   

Date of Game: 7 May 2022 

Opposition: Cronulla Caringbah 

Score: Lost 36-24 

 
It was a closer game than the score line looked, the boys played so well considering so little play time this year so far. 
They just need to spread out the line a little and stop bunching and also tackle a bit more and the outcome will keep 
improving!  

Player of the Match - Kai 
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U9 GOLD MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Nathan Sykes 

Manager: Alix O’Keeffe Trainer: Mark O’Keeffe 

Date of Game: 7 May 2022 

Opposition: Aquinas 

Score: Won 38-20 

 
Training this week, we had a focus on improving our defence, with an individual Tackling incentive of 10 for the 
game, as well as controlling the ball for full sets – which would give all players better chances in attack. 
 
Our warm-up was good – Coach asking the boys to start the game, the same way they finished the final quarter of 
last week’s game. 
 
And sure enough, they did – completely dominating the game for 3-1/2 quarters! 
 
Bailey led from the front, carrying 3-4 tacklers on every charge up the middle. This gave Cruz N time to get in behind 
the marker & play-the-ball, consistently making metres, highlighted by one charge half-the-length of field. 
 
Connor & Cruz H stayed in their channels this week, with strong runs using their steps & fends – achieving the team 
goal of marching down the field. 
 
In the attacking zone – our halves, Ryder, Archie & Billy were organised & sharp with their passes & kicks, which gave 
space & time for Bodhi & Beau to score some spectacular tries out wide! 
 
Billy scored a determined try from 10m out, throwing a dummy & burrowing through the defence beside the posts. 
Connor scored the final try, after being tackled high on a strong run – he took the tap & barged his way over straight 
up the middle! 
 
Most pleasing was our defence – the Tackling incentive worked, with Bodhi surpassing the 10 tackles, followed by 
Cruz H, Beau, Connor & Billy, almost making the 10. 
 
Our big men, Bailey & Cruz N, and little men, Archie & Ryder, combined for almost 20 tackles – a good effort 
considering most of the game avoided the mud patch in the middle of Scylla Bay Oval. 
 
Happy Coach – the boys have been working hard at training & thoroughly deserved a dominant win today! 
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U9 SILVER MATCH REPORT  

Coach: Dane Kearns 

Manager: Ben Bowdidge Trainer: Scott Orrell 

Date of Game: 7 May 2022 

Opposition: Gymea Gorillas (4) 

Score: Won 40-32 

 
First match report of the season, which is more a summation of our last 2 games and how we are travelling as a fairly 
new group.  
 
We’ve managed to start the season strong with 2 wins with both games going down the wire. Round 1 we were all 
tied up with 1 minute to go when Ollie with some good foot work put us over in the corner to put us in front, and 
Round 2 we were up by only 2 points with also a minute to go when a great heads up play from Riley put us over to 
secure the win. 
 
It’s an interesting time competition wise in U9s is the first time the players have been graded, and so far it seems to 
be a very level competition. I think we have a really strong side, with the original green players of Blaze, Sonny, Ollie 
& Riley strengthened with the additions of the Sebastian, Rueben, Beau Jai & Axel who are already great footballers! 
 
As the season goes on Dane & I will get to know the new players better and where their strengths & weaknesses are 
to help them develop, along with the team developing as a whole. We’ll aim to maintain a heathy balance of being 
competitive while remembering it still only U9s and we need the kids to be having fun at training and on game day 
so they continue to grow their love for the sport.  
 
As far as our last 2 games have gone I think across the park we had a more balanced team with the skill level evenly 
distributed. Probably lack of game awareness at times have let both teams stay in the game longer than they 
should’ve which is something we’ll focus on at training, i.e not running out on first tackle, not trying to score every 
play & emphasis on good defence will win us more games than length of the field tries.  Gymea is a strong club, with 
lots of depth, so that was a fantastic effort on Saturday!  
 
Our 3 rules we are working on are Don’t run out, make our tackles/help our mates, and hold on to the ball.  
 
We’ve also noticed a couple of quieter kids have less involvement so we’ll work on getting them more involved. 
We’ve still been training predominately as a group for the majority of the training but we’ll aim to spilt away into 
teams earlier so our kids will get to know each other a bit better, be a bit more comfortable around each other and 
this may hopefully help the quieter kids find their voice more! 
 
Please always feel free to reach to out via whatsapp if you have any questions.  
 
Bye for us this weekend – Enjoy the weekend off! 
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U9 BRONZE (4) MATCH REPORT  

Coach: PJ Kerbiriou 

Manager: Joanne Bolling Trainer: Paddy Dowsett 

Date of Game: 7 May 2022 

Opposition: St Josephs 

Score: Lost 50-24 

 

All the boys had their game faces on throughout the whole game, with massive determination to play a good game. 

The boys played an amazing game with huge teamwork that bounced off each player throughout.  

It was so good to see that they worked together to tackle the other team who were a lot bigger than them – a lot 

more tries this week, which was great to see by Alex, Ruben and William, with Harrison and Harry converting 2 of the 

tries.  

There was a lot of respect and the boys responded well to the coach, trainer, and each other this weekend.  

Play of the match:  

Round 1 – Alex Kudrins 

Round 2 – William Dowsett  
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U10 SILVER MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Jackson Halstead 

Manager:  Trainer:  

Date of Game: 7 May 2022 

Opposition: St Josephs 

Score: Lost 40-20 

 

Round 2 saw us with our first home game of the year down at the mighty 'mo, and even had the honour of 
playing on the centre stage - main field! 
 
The boys trained well this week and showed early on our practiced kick off positions, which the middle 
boys Luca, Ricky, Ben and Cooper backed up with good early hard running. The halves of Parker, Oliver, 
Harry and Aiden were looking for opportunities to get us forward but the Joey's good defence line was 
always in our faces and limited the chances. As the game wore on the boys did slide back into the bad habit 
of bunching up in attack and rarely managed to get the ball wide to Bailey and Jesse on the flanks. 
 
The team managed to score some hard fought tries - Aiden bagged a double including a nice grubber and 
re-gather; Harry side-stepped his way through a crowed to get across while Oliver showed great pace 
down the sideline for his. Pre-match kicking practice paid off with Ben and Ricky doing the big forwards 
proud by slotting over their conversions. 
 
The team improved on last round but still need to work on moving up and attacking as a unit. Back to 
training to work out the kinks before we  go chasing our first win of the season. 
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  U11 SILVER MATCH REPORT                               

Coach: Jeremy Gotch 

Manager:  Trainer:  

Date of Game:  7 May 2022 

Opposition: Aquinas 

Score: Won 24-18 

 

The weather gods turned on a cracking day for our first home game of the year!  We had worked hard 
through the week on the ruck, slowing down their play the balls and working hard to get a fast one for us. 
 
When the game started we lost our way a bit and gave up field position allowing Aquinas 2 easy try’s. 
We only got down their end of the field 2 times in the first half, with Wolvie nearly crashing over. 
It wasn’t through lack of trying with wolvie and Jayden guiding us around the park. 
 
It was a few dropped balls and not getting to a long kick that saw us go into the break 0-12 down. 
Half time we doubled down on the ruck and the importance of slowing them down and us getting a quick 
play. 
 
Osscy and Ryder donned the bibs and got us into the game with a brilliant try from Oscar out of dummy 
half. Luke also got into the scoring getting a great try to see us 12-12.  Aquinas scored soon after 12-18 
 
Lincoln made a massive hit really motivating the team and jagged a great try.  Squaring it up 18-18 
 
Our defence was tested with AIDEN Ethan tackling well to hold out a motivated opponent.  Casey showed 
what he is made of copping a hit to the throat, that really hurt him, but he made sure the tackle was 
completed before having to leave the field.  Craig was running very hard and passing after impact.  Josh 
played his best finishing some great back line moves to get us down the right end of the field. 
 
With only 2 minutes on the clock and after some awesome footy to get down to a scoring position Ryder 
sealed the game sliding through the defence to score the match winner!! 
 
Mason made his debut for the crocs with a great game (welcome to the club mate). 
 
Josh got 1 point today 
Craig showed he is the real deal with 2 points 
Leaving Luke to take out man of the match, he really ran hard and made some important tackles getting 
some quick play the balls and slowing down the opposition. 
 
Really proud of the team today, coming back from 0-12 to win 24-18 
 
Awesome effort! 
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U13 SILVER MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Paul Douglas 

Manager: Melissa Ashmore/Rachel O’Brien Trainer: Geoff Sparkes 

Date of Game: 7 May 2022 

Opposition: St Josephs 

Score: Won 10-6 

 
In a game where a combination of desperate Joeys goal line defence, poor options and bad luck turned a 
comfortable victory into a nail biting finish.  
 
Many thanks to T.K(block busting try and important tackling). Kobe (elusive running), Matt (Barnstorming), 
Jack A (Mr Consistent), Jack B (Brilliant sideline dashes) and Nghi (last ditch defence) who filled in to assist 
their mates. 
 
In the forwards Josh H , Jett and Dan worked hard, all took hit ups and defended stoutly. Jet and Ashton 
did a great job organising the team, were solid in the line and gave the team excellent shape from which to 
attack. Josh B and Jacob B both hit hard (giving away significant size) took calculated dashes and fed the 
ball. Jaxon scored a blistering try and ran the ball up in close as well. 
 
Players of the day 
 
Mason Stewart -  Playing with a heavy heart, was heavily involved in everything, caught and ran, cleaned 
up, passed, side-stepped; made breaks.  
 
Robbie Skelcher -  Destructive running on our left side, best tackle after tackle with evasion and strength 
and off-loaded.  
 
Tyler Doonan – Played in a variety of positions, in close and out wide, tackled consistently, took good 
passing options and displayed the confidence to take on the line.  
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U14 BRONZE MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Paul Fuller 

Manager: Jennifer Hall Trainer: Todd Bayliss / Colin Aquilina / Paul Thompson 

Date of Game: 08 May 2022 

Opposition: Penshurst RSL 

Score: Lost 40-0 

 

Today our boys faced up against a much larger side, with familiar faces in Penshurst and unfortunately lost 40-0.  
 
Although the game didn’t go our way, many positives came out of the game.  
 
A big thank you to the under 13 boys who played up and did not look out of place one bit.  
Our man of the match, Jordan, the smallest on the field, targeted and tackled some of the biggest Penhurst boys, 
and was supported by the other under 13 super subs Jack A and Jack B who also playing out of their skins, thanks 
boys for the help!  
 
The forwards laid a solid platform in attack, making in-roads into their defence. Hunter, Seb, Ben, Ky and Jason all 
making big hit ups to set the platform for the backs and halves to play off.  
 
In the first half we started very well with the defensive efforts by all the boys, holding out the opposition for the first 
10 minutes, which was a solid effort. 
  
Unfortunately, once they broke our line for the first time they got on roll. Sam led the way with a couple of textbook 
tackles which inspired the boys to put on big hits for themselves.  
 
In attack Noah Thompson led the boys around talking to them and inspiring them to run harder and to put in the 
best effort, Thommo’s defence in the first half saw him cleaning up any player that made it past the first line of 
defence, unfortunately he sustained an injury which took him out of the game for the second half. Taj, Ethan, Luke, 
and Jayden held their positions on the edges and had a strong game. Although the score line wasn’t pretty, all the 
boys put in good efforts and should be proud, there’s work to be done.  
 
Hopefully injuries to Thommo (wrist) and Sam (shoulder) heal quickly, and they are back on the paddock soon. 
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U15 SILVER MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Todd Brannock 

Manager: Rachelle Key Trainer: Shane Key / Michael Price 

Date of Game: 8 May 2022 

Opposition: Hurstville United 

Score: Draw 14-14 

 

Today being our first official game with no trials and a bye last week, I thought we started really well in both 

halves with only few errors and missed tackles proving costly. 

The boys didn’t give in the whole game and scored a try in the corner in the last minute to finish with a 14 

all draw. 

A couple of minor injuries hindered us near the end with no subs, but the boys showed plenty of spirit. 
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U16 SILVER MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Jay Putterill 

Manager: Nicole Robinson Trainer: Scott Appleyard / Jake Hughes 

Date of Game: 8 May 2022 

Opposition: Hurstville United 

Score: Won 18-12 

 

The coaching staff are over the moon with the boy’s game today. With the little training we’ve had all 
we’ve been able to teach the boys is to stay in their allocated section of the field when we have the ball 
and to move up in defence together and they did both those things almost perfectly today. This group have 
absolutely no fear and that’s the hardest thing to teach any team.  

We’ve been outsized in our first two games but have proved size isn’t everything! Our starting middle 
forwards, Dylan, Owen and Snowy were fantastic in their first stint on the field along with our tough little 
dummy half Cody tackling his heart as usual but my word is his passing and running improving tenfold each 
week in his first full year in the position! What made their hard work even better was the boys that came 
off the bench came straight in firing and helped us keep the momentum they built. It’s the toughest part of 
the field to play and Wylie has taken to it like a duck to water and having Jack G back really gave us that 
sustained punch through the middle, what an amazing pack of forwards we’ve got together!  

On the edge Zaneo, Liam and Riley were always a threat, busting tackles every time they ran the ball and 
Riley’s try was exactly the straight line running, we worked on at training and Thommo did a fantastic job 
taking it to the line and holding it up and picking his timing to pass. Both our halves today showed in one 
week so much improvement in their composure and decision making. Their kicking was great, 4 or 5 repeat 
sets from nicely weighted grubbers and the way they had the team set up in attack was textbook footy. 
Blocker and Thommo have both taken on more responsibility this year and this combination looks like it’s 
going to a huge asset to the team. Blocker’s game sealing try showed just how intelligent these two young 
men are.  

And last but definitely not least our new look back 5! Undersized and inexperienced on paper but the way 
they play you’d think they’ve been together for years. Rocco, so elusive and powerful every time he got the 
ball and to beat 3 or 4 forwards to score his try was a credit to his determination. Lukey and Jack C in the 
centres were exceptional and both were unlucky not to score today but the way they run a few meat pies 
aren’t far away, 10 tackle breaks each would of got a big score in SuperCoach!  

And welcome to our two debutants on the flanks, Corbin and Alex. The toughest position to defend in on 
the field and Corbin made some unbelievable tackles. 2 on 1, front rowers, wingers. Absolutely nothing got 
past him and in his 1st game! Alex on the other side struck up a solid partnership with Luke and he made a 
couple of great tackles on our line in the first half to stop Hurstville scoring. And THAT hit up in the last 2 
minutes, straight up the middle into all the big forwards but no one could see the Flash coming. Hopefully 
in the next couple weeks we can get the two new boys some more runs because wow, they are lightning!  

A fantastic game today from the boys and it’s a credit to them that they looked so organised after only 2 
sessions together.  
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Happy Mother’s Day           to all the mum’s of this group, I hope the boys spoiled you! 
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OPEN WOMENS TACKLE MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Fine Kula 

Manager: David Bell Trainer: Daniel Beckett 

Date of Game: 8 May 2022 

Opposition: Mascot Juniors 

Score: Lost 12-10 

 

The Woman’s Open Tackle lined up against the Mascot Juniors this week. The first half was a fairly balanced affair 

with both teams scoring two tries a piece. Lilli Kelly scored the first four pointer under the posts burrowing across 

the line from dummy half. The conversion was missed from right in front. Kirsty Sant showed good evasive skills to 

score to the right of the posts and with a successful conversion the Crocs led at half time ten points to eight. 

The visitors took advantage of some good field position after Como was bundled into touch off the second half 

restart. A series of penalties and a knock on allowed Mascot to maintain the pressure and they took advantage 

scoring early in the second half to lead twelve points to ten. 

Unfortunately the game was stopped at the twenty minute mark when Como interchange Diaz Nailer dislocated her 

knee while being tackled. Sadly the game was abandoned and for the second week in a row the Open Woman went 

down by two points. The difference in both games being a missed conversion from in front of the posts. 
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MENS TAG O35 MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Nathan Sykes 

Date of Game: 7 May 2022 

Opposition: Cronulla Caringbah 

Score: Lost 46-20 

 
Round 2 would see a step-up in competition vs The Cats, both in quality & fitness. We didn’t have the ideal warm-up, 
missing a couple of senior players in key positions. 
 
Unfortunately, it showed on the field, we made errors almost every set, giving away field position & The Cats were 
good enough to score 6 tries to 1. 
 
The game was gone down 34-4, however we played much better in the second half, controlling the ball & getting 
through our sets. 
 
No denying the effort, we showed we can compete with a good team (despite being down on players), and 
deservedly scored 3 tries to 2, winning the second half 16-12. 
 
Thanks to Andrew Lennon signing up mid-week, solid game after years in retirement, will no doubt enjoy playing 
with his brother this year – also Club President Hayden Garn, who hasn’t lost his tackling ability, with the Hit of the 
Day on one of the Cats big men (deemed all good – as he got the Tag). 
 
No let-up next week playing undefeated Joeys @ Kareela – hopefully a later game time will get our full squad back 
on the paddock.  
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OPEN AGE SILVER MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Dwayne Tetley 

Manager: Craig Perryman Trainer: Darren Colquhoun, Jay Putterill 

Date of Game: 7 May 2022 

Opposition: St Josephs 

Score: Lost 28-10 

 
St Joseph's started Fast and scored a try on the 7th minute with the Winger scoring in the corner. Como responded 
well and Jackson Roche crashed over on the 14th minute, Ethan Marriott with the conversion.  Unfortunately, Como 
dropped the ball from the kick in the air and St joseph took advantage by scoring in the 18th minute, unable to 
convert. Both teams were locked in an arm wrestle with both sides having opportunities with Josh McLaren being 
held up twice over the line for Como, but on the 25th minute St Joseph's scored again, a dummy half run from the 
hooker caught the markers offside just to the left of the posts, they were successful with the conversion.  
 
Going downhill in the second half allowed Trent Appleyard and Harry Reynolds to set the platform putting Como in 
good field position but unfortunate to capitalise.  St Joseph's worked their way up field through some penalties and 
turned the ball over on the Como line. A mistake proved costly as a dropped ball was capitalises by St Joseph's 
scoring on the 44th minute, but the missed the conversion.  St joseph started to use the momentum and a dropped 
ball from a high kick allowed St Joseph's to go over again on the 50th minute, successful conversion.  Como wasn't 
going down without a fight though, a switch from coach Dwayne Tetley moving Sean Staples to full back proved 
successful as Staples put Ethan Marriott over in the corner in the 52nd minute, Marriott unable to convert.  
 
Both teams were giving it there all, with Como steaming down the Hill as Trent Appleyard made a break in the 
middle of the field; however he has no support and the play broke down on the next tackle. 
 
St Joseph's finished the game in the 65th minute with another high kick causing Como problems and St Joseph 
scoring in the corner unable to convert.  
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GIRLS TAG U7 (Como 3) MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Rachel Cepeda 

Manager:  Trainer: Kristy Gambin 

Date of Game:  8 May 2022 

Opposition: Gymea Gorillas 

Score: Won 60-56 

 

The girls played Gymea Gorilla’s today and came out with a great win.  

Some awesome full field tries by the girls and amazing tagging done by Heidi and Charlie.  

With Zoe not feeling too well she still came and showed her Como spirit and played awesome.  

Olivia and Anya made some strong runs and both came away with a few nice tries. Willow scored a hat trick with all 

run away tries.  

Georgia the youngest in the team was more concerned about how cold she was but still took the field with her tags 

so hard to tear off she was lifted from the ground.  

Player of the match went to Heidi who made some amazing tries and saved a few with her awesome tagging.  

The girls can’t wait to have Summer back next week!!! 
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GIRLS TAG U7 (Como 4) MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Chris Kilmurray 

Manager: Jessica Butler Trainer:  

Date of Game: 8 May 2022 

Opposition: Como U7 (2) 

Score: Lost 56-48 

 

Our girls played at home on Sunday against a more experienced under 7’s Como team.  

Our girls represented their families on a sunny Mother’s Day in the pink and white Como jerseys in a show of 

gratitude to their mums. 

 The girls kicked off under the Captaincy of Chelsea who led the way with some strong runs using her sidestep. Some 

epic length of the field tries by Ellie helped level the scores and kept the girls in the mix.  

Heidi And Maddie were tireless in getting the team out of our danger zone and producing some great tries. Sadie 

continued to improved putting on a nice side step to score under the posts.  

Willow scored some great tries and toughed it out after a big fall in the second half. She got back out there with the 

girls soon after and backed it up with some great tags. 

 All the girls played so well.  

Chelsea won the Player of the Match after an outstanding performance. 

 They’re a great little team and are improving so much. Most of all they always play fair and are respectful to the ref 

and the other team although they seem to have little regard for the sideline but we are working on that. 
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GIRLS TAG U9 (Como 2) MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Dave Cranston 

Manager: Allison Murrell Trainer: Corey Stares 

Date of Game: 8 May 2022 

Opposition: De La Salle (3) 

Score: Lost 28-0 

 
Another tough match against another De La side but our Como girls took it in their stride and got on with it.  Not only 

did they have the opposition to contend with but also a very muddy field which some of girls used as war paint. 

There were lost footy boots, slow motion running and lots of mud flying everywhere as the girls tagged up a storm.  

Unfortunately there were no tries scored by Como but Addison had a good run early and was tagged just before the 

try line. Zoey had some good breakaway runs and even face planted in the mud. Makynzie also got some good runs 

in. A few of our girls went close to scoring but we just couldn’t get the ball over the line. 

We saw some great tagging from all of the girls and this held De La out especially in the last quarter. Lila and Zoey 

got some cracking tags.  Many times De La ran away with the ball, Elsie and Madison to name a few were there 

chasing, trying to get that tag and not giving up. It was 28 – 0 in the end which was a vast improvement on last 

weeks end result and shows how the girls have started to come together to play as a team.  We have been dealt a 

tough draw facing the 3 De La sides in our first 3 games, but the determination and spirit of our girls sees them 

showing up every week ready to get on and give it a go. 

Congratulations to Zoey Hughes our player of the match! 

See you next week.  Go Crocs! 
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GIRLS TAG U12 (Como 1) MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Darren Harrower 

Manager: Jean Wheatley Trainer: Dane Hunt 

Date of Game: 8 May 2022 

Opposition: De La Salle  

Score: Won 16-10 

 

 

Player of the Match – Shaleah Field 
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GIRLS TAG U12 (Como 2) MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Steve Bridgland 

Manager: Shannon Hughes Trainer: Luke Palmer 

Date of Game: 8 May 2022 

Opposition: Aquinas Colts (2) 

Score: Won 34-16 

 

Today’s game was played on Mothers Day and the girls performance surely made their mum’s proud.  

We were finally able to get a good training run under our belts and the girls put into practice what we had trained 

for and there was no better example of this than our first try scored by our player of the match Caitlin with a 

wonderful “chicken wrap” try that Maddie was able to convert. 

 

 We went try for try with Aquinas in the 1st half, Caitlin(1) Zara(1) Maddie (2), but with another great kicking game  

from Maddie and Tahlia we were able to win the field position battle and really start to dominate.  

 

Our dummy halves (Iona and Zara) were able to provide our first receivers (Caitlin and Aaliyah) with fast early ball 

which allowed us to move the ball wide and keep Aquinas on the back foot.  

 

Our attitude in defence was great for the whole game. Plenty of talking and encouraging each other to make the tag 

when needed. 

 

Lily backed up her P.O.M. effort last week with another strong game. Teagan hit the ball up hard as usual and 

Chelsea proved a handful for the opposition with the ball in hand. 

 

Four 2nd half tries to Tahlia (including a length of the field special) capped off a great win for the girls which they 

thoroughly deserved and they were able to sing the club song for the first time this season. 

 

Player of the Match – Caitlin Coates 
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GIRLS TAG U14 (Como 1) MATCH REPORT 

Coach: Shane Hedley 

Manager: Jo Davidson Trainer: Shane Silver 

Date of Game: 8 May 2022 

Opposition: De La Salle (2) 

Score: Won 44-0 

 

Finally footy was back at Como on a sunny Mother’s Day looking for support, which against the stronger 
teams will make all the difference. The opposition had pace, ran hard and tagged really well so the scoreline 
shows the quality we are blessed with in this side.  
 
Our goal of keeping them scoreless was achieved thanks to a desperate chase and tag from Martha which 
was as important as the 3 ripping tries she scored. Jade helped dry out the Como turf and woke up the crowd 
scoring an absolutely sizzling try with her first touch and Tiana scored another cracker beating about 8 
defenders with some awesome footwork. 
 
Tries – Martha 3, Jade 2, Ruby 2, Tiana, Hannah,   

Goals – Ruby 2, Charlotte, Jade 
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CLUB SONG  

 

I don’t know what you’ve been told, 

Como Boys have hearts of gold. 

We play our footy with passion and pride, 

Then after the game it’s cheers and pies. 

Our backs have speed and score out wide, 

Our pigs will never lie down and die. 

We came here and played our best, 

We won today so forget the rest. 

Sound out, 

COMO…. COMO…. COMO…. COMO 

Again 

COMO…. COMO…. COMO…. COMO 

 

 


